Individuals usually punish free riders but refuse to sanction those who cooperate but do not punish. This missing second-order peer punishment is a fundamental problem for the stabilization of cooperation. To solve this problem, most societies today have implemented central authorities that punish free riders and tax evaders alike, such that second-order punishment is fully established. The emergence of such stable authorities from individual decisions, however, creates a new paradox: it seems absurd to expect individuals who do not engage in second-order punishment to strive for an authority that does. Herein, we provide a mathematical model and experimental results from a public goods game where subjects can choose between a community with and without second-order punishment in two different ways. When subjects can migrate continuously to either community, we identify a bias toward institutions that do not punish tax evaders. When subjects have to vote once for all rounds of the game and have to accept the decision of the majority, they prefer a society with second-order punishment. These findings uncover the existence of a democracy premium. The majority-voting rule allows subjects to commit themselves and to implement institutions that eventually lead to a higher welfare for all.
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evolution of cooperation | pool punishment | institution formation T he success of collective action and the maintenance of commonly shared infrastructure is often endangered by free riders, subjects who reap the benefits of public goods without contributing to them (1, 2) . To mitigate the free riders' destructive potential, many communities install specialized authorities that monitor the subjects' behavior and sanction wrong-doers (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Examples, such as modern courts and the police system, indicate that the maintenance of such institutions is costly. They also constitute a commonly shared infrastructure, which can be exploited just as the original public good that the institution was designed for to protect. Thus, a second-order dilemma arises.
Second-order dilemmas appear in various forms and are considered as a serious obstacle to the evolution of cooperation (8) (9) (10) . For example, in the absence of a policing authority, group members may take the job onto themselves, punishing others directly. There is overwhelming evidence that subjects are willing to sanction free riders at a cost to themselves (11) (12) (13) (14) , although individuals typically refuse to exert second-order punishment (15) . However, peer punishment can have detrimental consequences on welfare, as the punishment costs may override the benefits of increased cooperation (16) and due to the problems of antisocial punishment (17) and retaliation (18, 19) . Peer punishment may pay in the long run, but only when interactions take place in small and stable groups (20) . These restrictions may be the reason why modern states have abolished decentralized sanctioning (21) .
To explain the transition from decentralized peer punishment to institutional pool punishment (22), recent theoretical and experimental evidence highlights the critical role of second-order punishment (23-26). These studies indicate that such institutions can only persist when they additionally punish individuals who do not support the central authority. The presence of a powerful authority restricts the subjects' strategic options and effectively forces them to cooperate. As this implies a considerable loss of individual freedom, it is unclear under which conditions subjects would voluntarily submit to such a Leviathan (27) . There are different views on this problem: Hardin argued that "we accept compulsory taxes because we recognize that voluntary taxes would favor the conscienceless" (2) . However, previous studies have also shown that maintaining costly institutions may result in lower average payoffs (23, 25) . Under which conditions would subjects agree to implement a central authority that enforces its continued existence with second-order punishment?
To investigate this question, we conducted an experimental public goods game. The experiment consisted of three independent blocks, each block having several rounds (Table 1 and Materials and Methods). During the first two blocks of the experiment, consisting of 10 rounds each, subjects first had to decide whether they want to participate in the game or abstain to secure a small payoff. Participants were then asked whether they want to pay taxes to a central authority and whether they want to cooperate by contributing money to a common pool. If at least one subject paid taxes, the central authority was established and either punished both noncontributors and tax evaders (institution with secondorder punishment) or just noncontributors (institution without second-order punishment). If subjects failed to establish such an authority, the public goods game took the form of a conventional social dilemma (mutual cooperation was the optimal outcome for the group, in which case each individual's best choice was to free ride).
In the last block of the experiment, consisting of 15 rounds, subjects had to choose between an authority with or without second-order punishment. As the subjects' choice may depend on the voting mechanism that allows individuals to choose Significance Humans usually punish free riders but refuse to sanction those who cooperate but do not punish. However, such second-order punishment is essential to maintain cooperation. The central authorities established in modern societies punish both free riders and tax evaders. This is a paradox: would individuals who do not engage in second-order punishment strive for an authority that does? We address this puzzle with a mathematical model and an economic experiment. When individuals can choose between authorities by migrating between different communities, we find a costly bias against second-order punishment. When subjects use a majority vote instead, they vote for an authority with second-order punishment. These findings also suggest that other pressing social dilemmas could be solved by democratic voting.
between different alternatives (28), we distinguished two different treatments. (A) Subjects can migrate to either community (foot-voting treatment): here, subjects could choose in each round of the last block between an authority with or without second-order punishment. They only interacted with individuals who chose the same institutional rule. Previous experiments used such a voting scheme to show that humans prefer peer punishment institutions to punishment-free institutions (13) , even if reputation allows for an alternative mechanism to govern the commons (14) . (B) Subjects participate in a democratic vote (majority-voting treatment): subjects had to vote for their preferred institution in the beginning of the last block. The institutional rule that obtained a majority of votes was then implemented for all remaining 15 rounds and was imposed on all group members. Such a scheme of elected authorities can elicit higher contributions to public goods than randomly chosen authorities (29) and help subjects to coordinate on pool punishment systems with optimal parameters (30).
Results
Based on a theoretical model (described in detail in the SI Text), we expected that only a minority of subjects would pay taxes if there is no punishment for tax evasion. As a consequence, we also predicted that authorities without second-order punishment would result in less cooperation and lower average payoffs. An analysis of block II of our experiments (in which subjects could not choose between different institutions) confirms these predictions (Fig. 1) . Second-order punishment institutions facilitated higher average payoffs (payoffs increased from 0.63 to 0.86 Euro per round when tax evaders were punished, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, n A+B = 25, Z = 4:023, P < 0:001; we used two-tailed statistics throughout), and led to more cooperation (the fraction of cooperators increased from 61.4% to 96.5%, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Z = 4:270, P < 0:001). This efficiency advantage of second-order punishment institutions suggests that subjects should prefer this institutional rule when given a choice in the last block, independent of the implemented voting rule.
However, for the votes before the first round of the last block, we observed a significant treatment effect (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test, n A = 10, n B = 15, K = 1:470, P = 0:027). In footvoting groups, subjects initially preferred institutions without second-order punishment (with 8 of 10 groups having a majority against second-order punishment in the first round of block III; Fig. 2A ). Only the groups in the majority-voting treatment showed a clear preference for second-order punishment, with 12 of 15 groups voting for the respective institution (binomial test, n B = 15, P = 0:035; Fig. 2B ). Over the course of the experiment, this treatment effect waned; by the end of the last block, in four more groups in the foot-voting treatment, the majority of players switched to second-order punishment. In total, 35.6% of the subjects in the foot-voting treatment played under an authority with second-order punishment compared with the 80.0% in the majority-voting treatment (Fig. 2C) .
To study the dynamics during the third block, we compared the players' strategies in the beginning (rounds 1-5) with the strategies in the end (rounds [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] (Fig. 3) . Although behaviors in the majority-voting treatment were stable as predicted (none of the considered variables changed significantly over time), we found significant learning effects in the foot-voting treatment. Driven by a stronger preference for second-order punishment (rounds 1-5, 19.6%; rounds 11-15, 54.8%; Wilcoxon matchedpairs signed-rank test, Z = 2:429, P = 0:015), we found a significant increase in the number of tax payers (rounds 1-5, 18.4%; rounds 11-15, 55.6%; Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Z = 2:374, P = 0:018). The higher willingness to pay taxes resulted in a reduction of the number of defectors (rounds 1-5, 27.2%; rounds 11-15, 13.2%; Wilcoxon matched-pairs signedrank test, Z = − 2:095, P = 0:036), whereas it had no significant impact on the number of cooperators or on the resulting average payoff. In the first two blocks of the experiment, subjects gained experience with punishment institutions with and without second-order punishment (2OP). In the third block, subjects could choose between these two institutional rules. To avoid sequence effects, there are two versions of each treatment. Only the results of blocks II and III are analyzed further. In the subsequent figures, green colors refer to results of block II. Red and blue colors refer to results of block III, for the foot voting treatment and the majority voting treatment, respectively. Second-order punishment promotes cooperation. The graph shows the fraction of cooperators (individuals who contribute to the common pool), defectors (individuals who do not contribute), loners (individuals who decide not to participate in the game), and the fraction of subjects paying taxes, as well as the resulting average payoff. Colored bars depict the experimental results of block II, with empty bars corresponding to rounds without second-order punishment, and filled bars showing rounds with second-order punishment. Two stars indicate significance at the α = 0:01 level (using Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank tests). Gray bars depict the theoretical predictions based on a social learning model for the one-shot game (see SI Text for details). As predicted, second-order punishment resulted in more cooperation in the public goods game, as more subjects were willing to support the punishment institution by paying taxes. Overall, this led to a significant increase of average payoffs.
Overall, payoffs in the foot-voting treatment were clearly below the payoffs under majority voting (V 0:64 compared with V 0.86; Mann-Whitney U test, n A = 10, n B = 15, Z = 3:534, P < 0:001). These findings indicate that foot voting has led to a costly bias in favor of unstable institutions without second-order punishment. This bias decreased over time, but it did not disappear completely. The lower payoffs in the foot-voting treatment are unexpected, as this treatment can give rise to smaller group sizes (subjects only interacted with those who voted for the same institution), which in turn facilitates cooperation (31). Postexperiment questionnaires suggest that subjects in the foot-voting treatment hoped that eventually everyone would play fair, such that there would be no need for a punishment institution. Typically, this hope did not come true; none of the groups in the footvoting treatment and only one group in the majority-voting treatment managed to choose an institution without second-order punishment and to cooperate in all 15 rounds without paying taxes. The majority-voting rule, on the other hand, seemed to trigger subjects to make group-beneficial decisions. Indeed, for 14 of the 15 groups, the majority vote resulted in the institutional rule that proved to be more efficient in the preceding blocks ( Fig.  2B ; binomial test, P < 0:001).
Discussion
Economic experiments have repeatedly shown that individuals are willing to punish free riders (11) (12) (13) (14) . At the same time subjects either abstain from second-order punishment opportunities (15), or they may even abuse them for perverse punishment (i.e., forms of punishment that have the effect of reducing future cooperation) (32). The subjects' reluctance to sanction nonpunishers is surprising because second-order punishment is of fundamental importance for the stability of decentralized peer punishment (33, 34), and it also plays a crucial role for the evolution of central pool punishment institutions (23-26). Indeed, in most societies today, central punishment institutions are funded by compulsory taxes rather than by voluntary contributions. The emergence of such authorities poses a puzzle: does this mean that individuals are able to implement institutions with second-order punishment, although the individuals themselves are not willing to engage in secondorder punishment?
With an economic experiment, we investigated two possible routes for the emergence of central institutions with second-order punishment. In one treatment, subjects could choose between different institutions by migrating to the respective community, whereas in the other treatment, subjects could vote for their preferred institution in a democratic election. Our mathematical model of social learning (see SI Text for details) suggests in both cases that institutions with second-order punishment are more stable and result in higher payoffs. However, in our experiment only the subjects in the majority-voting treatment succeeded in implementing the corresponding authority. Subjects in the footvoting treatment showed a costly bias in favor of institutions without second-order punishment. Various causes may be responsible for this positive effect of the majority-voting rule. First, the outcome of the democratic decision was binding for all 15 rounds of the last block; this may have triggered subjects to take a long-run perspective and to anticipate the risks and benefits of each punishment institution. Second, the decision to migrate to either community in the foot-voting treatment only affects each subject individually. When using a majority vote instead, individuals can bind each other. This option to bind each other may have triggered subjects to take a group perspective and to opt for the institution that leads to a beneficial group dynamics, rather than choosing an institution that promises individual advantages. Buchanan and Congleton argued that "persons agree to constraints on their own liberties in exchange for comparable constraints being imposed on the liberties of others." (35) The majority-voting rule can be seen as a mechanism that helps individuals to implement such beneficial constraints.
Institutions are inherently unstable when they only apply to a subset of community members (36). A similar problem arises if institutions are only funded by such a subset (23-26, 37): when paying taxes occurs on a voluntary basis, tax evasion can lead to the breakdown of cooperation (as also shown in Fig. 1 ). Thus, the stability of many modern institutions requires second-order punishment, where subjects that do not support the central institution are punished just as ordinary free riders. Interestingly, the delegation of punishment to central institutions may in turn facilitate the emergence of second-order punishment: First, since institutions need to be funded in advance, second-order free riders (i.e., tax evaders) are easy to detect (23). Second, setting up a punishment institution to protect a community from wrongdoers may be expensive, but once the institution is established, extending its scope to prosecute also tax evaders seems to be relatively cheap. In this way, first-order and second-order punishment become linked: the same institution automatically engages in both forms of punishment. This linkage is critical for the maintenance of second-order punishment, as it removes the need for further levels of punishment (such as third-order punishment) to stabilize the lower levels (38). In peer punishment, it is not immediately clear how such a linkage between first-order and second-order punishment could evolve (33, 34). When punishment is delegated to a central authority instead, this linkage can be implemented easily.
We showed here that a pool punishment regime with secondorder punishment can emerge if individuals have the freedom to bind each other with a majority vote, but not if they can individually reconsider their decision after each round. In our experiments, democracy prompts individuals to commit themselves and to make institutional choices that enhance the welfare of all.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Design. Experiments were conducted in November 2012 at the University of Kiel, Kiel, Germany, with 125 subjects recruited from a first-year course in biology. Twenty-five groups of five subjects played 35 rounds of a public goods game. In each round, players first had to choose between being a loner (fixed payoff of V 0.40) and taking part in the public goods game. Those subjects who decided to participate were then asked whether they want to pay taxes for a punishment institution. Individual taxes depended on the number of tax payers (which is a typical feature of models of coordinated punishment) (39, 40): if i is the number of tax payers, then the tax was set to 0:05 + 0:45=i (institution without second-order punishment) and to 0:05 + 0:5=i (institution with second-order punishment), respectively. These parameters reflect our assumption that a punishment institution comes with high fixed costs, but comparably low variable costs (i.e., extending the institution's scope to punish also tax evaders does not duplicate the costs of the institution). If at least one participant paid taxes, the punishment institution was established and either imposed a fine on defectors only (institution without second-order punishment) or on defectors and tax evaders (institution with second-order punishment). The fine for defectors (and tax evaders) was set to V 1.00 for each offense. Subjects were informed about whether someone paid taxes before they had to decide whether they want to contribute V 0.50 to a common pool. Total contributions to the pool were multiplied by 3.1 and redistributed to all group participants. See SI Text for further details.
Theoretical Predictions. To illustrate the possible strategic considerations of the players, let us calculate the symmetric subgame perfect equilibria for the one-shot public good game. (i) Without second-order punishment, the decision to pay taxes becomes a volunteer's dilemma (41-43): subjects benefit from the presence of a punishment authority, but they want others to pay the taxes. The symmetric solution to this dilemma is to pay taxes with a certain probability q T . This probability can be calculated by comparing the expected cost of paying taxes with the expected loss to be in a group where no one pays taxes (and hence no one cooperates)
Solving this equation leads to the prediction that all players participate in the game, pay taxes with probability q T = 25:6%, and contribute in case there was at least someone who paid taxes. In this equilibrium, players earn on average V 0.73 per round.
(ii ) With second-order punishment, payoff dominance suggests that players participate in the game, pay taxes, and contribute to the common pool. This equilibrium results in an expected payoff of V 0.90. Therefore, independent of the voting procedure, equilibrium payoffs are higher under second-order punishment. These static predictions are also confirmed by a dynamic learning model (SI Text).
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. We thank M. Abou Chakra and two anonymous referees for insightful comments. We thank K. Hagel and H. Brendelberger for support performing the experiment and the 125 students for their participation. In total, we recruited 125 volunteers from a first-year course in biology at the University of Kiel (Kiel, Germany). These volunteers participated in 25 groups of five subjects each in a computerized experiment. Subjects were separated by opaque partitions. They received the instructions, and they communicated their decisions with a laptop computer. Before each experimental session, subjects were orally informed about how to operate the computers and about the measures that were taken to ensure their absolute anonymity (which included that participants made their decisions under a neutral pseudonym and that they were not allowed to talk to each other during or after the experiment). Moreover, they were informed that they played for real money and that the payment of their earnings was organized in a way that fully maintains the subjects' anonymity (1).
The experimental game used a minimalist model of a public goods game with punishment institutions. In the first two blocks, individuals could decide whether or not to participate in the game, whether or not to pay taxes for the punishment institution, and whether or not to contribute to the common pool. In both blocks, subjects played five rounds under an institution without second-order punishment and five rounds under an institution with second-order punishment. These first two blocks of the experiment were meant to familiarize the subjects with the game and with the consequences of their decisions. In the third block, individuals had to make the additional decision whether they prefer an institution with or without second-order punishment. To avoid sequence effects that may affect behaviors in the last block of the experiment, we considered two different versions of each treatment (in which the game was played either with or without second-order punishment before block III; Table 1 ).
The subjects were unaware of the number of rounds in each block, but they were informed that the money that they had gained in the previous blocks was safe in their account. The initial endowment of each player was chosen such that each player's overall payoff would sum up to a positive amount after any possible history of the game; thus, players received 12 Euros in the beginning of each of the first two blocks and 18 Euros in the beginning of the last block. Each experiment took ∼1.5 h, and subjects earned on average 68.59 Euros. In total, both treatments consisted of 35 (10 + 10 + 15) rounds of the public goods game (Table 1) . Each block was introduced by a series of text pages explaining the rules and giving examples of possible outcomes. After each text page, subjects had to confirm that they had read all instructions by clicking on the respective button. A detailed description of the experimental procedure of each treatment is given below: i) Treatment A (foot voting): In each round of block I and block II, players first had to choose between being a loner (fixed payoff of V 0.40) and taking part in the actual public goods game. Those subjects who decided to participate were then asked whether they want to pay taxes for the punishment institution. The total costs of the punishment institution were fixed to V 0.45 (institution without secondorder punishment) and V 0.50 (institution with secondorder punishment), respectively. As a consequence, the individual tax decreased in the number of tax payers i; it was set to 0:05 + 0:45=i (without second-order punishment) and 0:05 + 0:5=i (with second-order punishment), respectively.
The constant term 0.05 reflects the administration costs per tax payer. After the decision to pay taxes, players were informed whether there was at least one player who paid for the punishment institution. Thereafter, players had to decide whether or not to contribute V 0.50 to the common pool, knowing that the total money in this pool is multiplied by 3.1 and then equally shared among all group participants. If at least one player paid taxes, the punishment institution was established, such that defectors (and tax evaders in rounds with second-order punishment) had to pay a fine. The fine was set to V 1.00 for each offense (as a consequence, when a second-order punishment institution was established, a player who neither paid taxes nor contributed to the public pool was punished twice). By the end of each round, subjects were informed about all coplayer's decisions and about the resulting payoffs.
In each round of block III, participants first had to decide whether they want to play under an institution with or without second-order punishment. In the subsequent public goods game (which had the same rules as described above), individuals only interacted with subjects who voted for the same punishment institution. All decisions were made by clicking on the respective button on the computer screen. If a player happened to be alone in the respective group (either because the other players decided to be loners, or because they voted for the other institution), then this player automatically became a loner with fixed payoff V 0.40.
ii) Treatment B (majority voting): The rules for block I and block II are the same as in the first treatment. After block II, one of the experimenters (M.M.) announced that there would be an election before the last block of the game. In this election, players would be able to vote between an institution with or without second-order punishment, and the institution with the majority of votes would be implemented for the whole group during the entire last block of the experiment. For the election, all subjects had two pieces of paper on their desk, one with the text "Fine for noncontributors" and one with the text "Fine for noncontributors and fine for tax evaders." Subjects voted by putting one of the two pieces of paper into a ballot box (it was ensured that neither the other players nor the experimenters were informed about the individual votes during or after the experiment). The institutional rule that was chosen by a majority of subjects was then implemented for all remaining rounds of block III.
In summary, the treatments only differed in the applied voting rule during block III. Thus, a comparison of these two treatments allows us to investigate the impact of different voting rules on the emergence of institutions with second-order punishment. To study the role of efficiency and of the voting procedure, we analyzed the subjects' behavior in the second block and in the third block.* We considered groups of subjects as statistical units and used two-tailed tests throughout. Theoretical Model. To obtain an intuitive understanding of the possible strategic considerations of the subjects, we first perform a static analysis of the one-shot public goods game with and without second-order punishment, based on the subgame perfect equilibrium concept (2, 3). However, as it has been demonstrated that evolutionary learning processes do not necessarily settle at the subgame perfect equilibrium (4), we complement this static analysis with a social learning model (5, 6) . We show that in the limit of strong selection, both models give the same prediction for our experiment. To this end, we abstract from the specific payoff values used in the experiment, and introduce general parameters as explained in Table S1 . Static analysis. In the following, we calculate the symmetric subgame perfect equilibrium for the one-shot public goods game with an institution with and without second-order punishment.
i) Without second-order punishment, paying taxes becomes a volunteer's dilemma: if no player pays taxes, the punishment institution will not be established, and thus rational coplayers will not cooperate (resulting in a payoff of zero).
On the other hand, if at least one of the players pays taxes, it becomes optimal to cooperate for all players (resulting in a payoff of π = rc − c − taxes = 1:05 − taxes). The symmetric solution to this volunteer's dilemma is to pay taxes with a certain probability q T (7). The probability q T can be calculated by comparing the expected costs of paying taxes with the expected loss to be in a group of n − 1 = 4 other players where no one pays taxes (and hence no one cooperates)
[S1]
Solving this equation for the parameters of the experiment yields the prediction that all players participate in the game, pay taxes with probability q T = 25:6%, and contribute in case there was at least someone who paid taxes. In this equilibrium, the probability to cooperate in a given round is q C = 1 − ð1 − q T Þ n = 77:2%, yielding an expected payoff per round of
ii) With second-order punishment, the decision to pay taxes is no longer a volunteer's dilemma. Instead, using the symmetric subgame equilibrium, we predict that all players participate, pay taxes, and contribute to the common pool. The average payoff per round becomesπ = rc − c − taxes = 1:05 − :05 − 0:5=5 = 0:90 Euros.
In equilibrium, players thus earn higher payoffs if they implement an institution with second-order punishment. This conclusion remains unchanged even if we assume that an institution with second-order punishment is twice as costly as an institution without. In that case, the equilibrium payoff with second-order punishment becomesπ = 1:05 − :05 − 0:9=5 = 0:82, which is still above the expected payoff for an institution without second-order punishment, π = 0:73. ‡ Social learning model. Setup of the game. Our social learning model is based on a straightforward application of evolutionary game theory in finite populations (8-10) and comparable to previous models for the evolution of peer and pool punishment (6, 11, 12) .
During block I and block II of the experiment, players can make the following decisions: i) They can either participate in the public goods game or they can abstain from it; ii) Participants are then asked whether they want to pay taxes; and iii) Depending on whether someone paid taxes for the punishment institution, participants then have to decide whether to contribute to the common pool.
Overall, such a game allows for seven different strategies, as summarized in Table S2 . The strategy S 0 corresponds to a loner, whereas the strategy S 1 may be considered as a selfish player (neither paying taxes, nor contributing to public good). The strategy S 2 is opportunistic, by only contributing to the common pool if a punishment institution has been established. In contrast, a (somewhat paradoxical) S 3 player only contributes if no punishment institution has been established, and an S 4 player always contributes to the common pool but never pays taxes. A player with strategy S 5 can be considered as a righteous citizen, contributing to the common pool and paying taxes for the punishment institution. Last, an S 6 player behaves rather counterintuitively by paying taxes for a punishment institution but not contributing to the common pool.
Derivation of the payoffs for institutions without second-order punishment. Let us assume that the game is played in a population of size M and that the number of players that apply strategy S i is given by M i , such that M 0 + . . . + M 6 = M. From this population, n ≤ M players are randomly sampled to play the public goods game. To calculate the expected payoff of each group member, let us assume that the focal player is in a group with n i players with strategy i, such that n 0 + . . . + n 6 = n − 1. Let n / = ðn 0 ; . . . ; n 6 Þ denote the vector of these numbers. We need to distinguish three different cases: i) All other group members are loners; in this case the player's payoff is σ. ii) There is at least one other participant among the other group members, but none of the group members pays taxes; in this case there will be no policing institution, and only players with strategies S 3 and S 4 will contribute to the common pool. iii) There is at least one other participant among the other group members and at least one participant who pays taxes; in this case a policing institution is established, and all players with strategies S 2 , S 4 , and S 5 contribute to the common pool, whereas the remaining participants with strategies S 1 , S 3 , and S 6 are punished.
Considering these three possible cases, expected payoffs π i are given by π 0 = σ and † Additionally to this outcome, the game has a second symmetric subgame perfect equilibrium where all players decide not to participate in the game (yielding the loner's payoff V 0.40). This second equilibrium, however, is dominated in the sense that against rational coplayers, being a loner is a weakly dominated strategy. The same applies to the game with second-order punishment; we will thus neglect this second subgame perfect equilibrium in the following. ‡ This prediction is based on equilibrium payoffs. Out of equilibrium, when only a small share of players pays taxes, increasing the costs of second-order punishment may have a strong demotivating effect on tax payers. Thus, the incentives to vote for second-order punishment may change more drastically if players are unable to coordinate on the payoff-dominant equilibrium.
In these expressions, the term
gives the probability that player i is in a group with composition n / (corresponding to the case of sampling without replacement), and p i ðLÞ is the shorthand notation for p i ðn / Þ with n / = ðn − 1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ (i.e., all other players abstain from the public goods game). Using the properties of multivariate hypergeometric distributions, one can simplify the payoffs in Eq. S3 (such that one does not need to sum up over all possible group compositions n / ). The simplified payoff formulas are shown in the Appendix.
Derivation of the payoffs for institutions with second-order punishment.
Second-order punishment leads to a slight modification of the payoff formulas. If a punishment institution has been established, then all players who did not pay taxes (players with strategies S 1 to S 4 ) have to pay an additional fine β. Therefore, we obtain the payoffs
for i ∈ f0; 5; 6g
where the π i denote the payoffs without second-order punishment given in Eq. S3. Again, these payoff formulas can be simplified (Appendix).
Description of the evolutionary process. As the basic idea of evolutionary game theory, the composition of the population is not constant; rather, individuals learn to adopt new strategies depending on the relative success of their strategies. In the following, we consider a pairwise comparison process (5) . In each time step, two individuals are randomly sampled from the population: a learner and a role model. Depending on the learner's payoff π i and on the role model's payoff π j , the learner decides to imitate the role model's strategy with a probability that increases in the payoff difference π j − π i . A frequently used specification of this probability is given by the Fermi function (13)
The parameter s ≥ 0 reflects the strength of selection; for s = 0, this probability is always 1=2, and imitation occurs randomly. As s becomes larger, the imitation process is increasingly biased in favor of strategies that yield high payoffs. In addition to these imitation events, we allow individuals to explore the strategy space by mutating to different strategies. To implement such mutations, we assume that in each time step, a player may switch to one of the other strategies with probability μ (with all other strategies having the same chance to be selected). In the following, we investigate the dynamics of the resulting process by performing extensive individual-based simulations. By calculating the average abundance of each strategy over time, we approximate the unique invariant distribution of the process.
Results. Fig. S1 shows the main results of our numerical analysis as a function of the selection strength parameter. Over the whole range of possible selection strengths, we observe that secondorder punishment leads to more cooperation in the public goods game, due to a higher willingness to pay taxes. As a consequence, institutions with second-order punishment increase the average payoff of the population if the selection strength is sufficiently strong (for the parameter values of the experiment, s ≥ 0:1).
In the limit of strong selection ðs → ∞Þ, in which players adopt profitable strategies only, second-order punishment results in full cooperation, all players pay taxes, and average payoffs approach V 0.90 per round, as already predicted by the static equilibrium analysis of the game. On the level of individual strategies, secondorder punishment leads to almost immediate fixation of righteous citizens, i.e., individuals who both pay taxes for the central authority and contribute to the common pool.
In contrast, without second-order punishment, we observe that only a quarter of individuals is willing to pay taxes, and individuals contribute to the common pool in approximately 75% of all cases, such that the resulting average payoffs are close to V 0.73, as predicted by the static model. This lower average payoff is caused by the persistence of opportunistic players, i.e., subjects who don't pay taxes and only contribute to the common pool if a punishment institution has been established (it follows that a group of opportunists yields a payoff of zero).
Thus, both modeling approaches (static and dynamic) yield the same prediction: institutions with second-order punishment are more successful in preventing tax evasion and incentivizing cooperation. Overall, second-order punishment pays in the sense that it yields higher average payoffs (despite the fact that secondorder punishment institutions are slightly more costly to implement and that they decrease the payoff of tax evaders).
Further Analysis of the Experiment. Decisions in block II. The first two blocks of the experiment are the same for the two treatments. Thus, we aggregated the results of both treatments in Fig. 1 . Indeed, for none of the 10 variables under consideration did we find a treatment effect (i.e., there were no significant differences between treatments A and B at the α = 0:10 level, Mann-Whitney U test with n A = 10 and n B = 15). Here we show the results of each of the two treatments separately. As in the main text, we will refer to individuals that contribute to the common pool as cooperators and to individuals who do not contribute as defectors. Individuals that decide not to participate in the game will be called loners. The results were as follows:
The addition of second-order punishment had a significantly positive effect on payoffs (payoffs increased from V 0.63 in rounds without second-order punishment to V 0.86, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, n A = 10, Z = 2:808, P = 0:005). Second-order punishment resulted in a significant increase of cooperation (without second-order punishment: 63:2%; with second-order punishment: 98:0%; Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Z = 2:808, P = 0:005), and significantly less defection (30:8% vs. 0:4%, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Z = 2:808, P = 0:005). As expected, there was also a significant increase in the number of tax payers (10:8% vs. 87:8%, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Z = 2:808, P = 0:005). ii) Treatment B: All results were comparable to the results of the first treatment: second-order punishment led to an increase of payoffs (from V 0.63 to V 0.86 per round, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, n B = 15, Z = 2:982, P = 0.003), due to significantly more cooperators (60.3% compared with 95.5%, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signedrank test, Z = 3:268, P = 0.001), and less defectors (29.1% compared with 0.8%, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Z = 3:315, P = 0.001). The fraction of tax payers increased from 8.0% to 87.6% (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signedrank test, P = 0.001). iii) Theory vs. experiment: The results in both treatments were in remarkably good agreement with the theoretical predictions. For example, the predicted average payoffs per round were V 0.73 (without second-order punishment) and V 0.90 (with second-order punishment), whereas the experiments resulted in average payoffs of V 0.63 and V 0.86, respectively. Similarly, the predicted fraction of defectors was 22:8% (without secondorder punishment) and 0:0% (with second-order punishment), whereas the observed frequencies were 29:8% and 0:6%, respectively. There was a similar qualitative agreement in the number of tax payers and in the number of cooperators (Fig. S2 ).
Decisions in block III. Fig. S3 shows the individual preference for institutions with second-order punishment in the first and the last round of the third game (in case of treatment A), as well as the result of the majority vote (for treatment B). In treatment A, the players' choices were not constant over time: whereas in the first round there was a majority for institutions without second-order punishment in 8 of 10 groups, this fraction decreased to 4 of 10 groups by the end of the third block. In both cases, the hypothesis of indifference between the two punishment regimes cannot be rejected (for the first round the binomial test leads to P = 0:109, whereas for the last round we obtain P = 0:754). In treatment B, groups showed a significant preference for a punishment institution with second-order punishment, with 12 of 15 groups having a majority for such a regime (binomial test, P = 0:035). A Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test verifies that the treatments differ significantly in the voting behavior in the beginning of block III (K = 1:470, P = 0:027). However, by the end of block III, the voting behavior in treatment A does not differ significantly from the outcome of the majority vote in treatment B any more (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test, K = 0:898, P = 0:395). Fig. S4 shows the aggregated results of the public goods games in block III. Notably, the voting procedure and the resulting institutional choices had a systematic impact on the behavior in the actual public goods game. On average, the majority vote resulted in higher average payoffs (A: V 0.64; B: V 0.86; n A = 10, n B = 15, Mann-Whitney U test, Z = 3:534, P = 0.001) due to a higher abundance of cooperation (A: 64.5%; B: 93.2%; MannWhitney U test, Z = 3:528, P = 0.001) and a lower abundance of defectors (A: 22.1%; B: 5.1%; Mann-Whitney U test, Z = 3:421, P = 0.001). For treatment A, the overall results in block III are therefore close to the results during block II in rounds without second-order punishment. On the other hand, the results for treatment B in block III strongly reflect the characteristic features of the corresponding results during block II under an institution with second-order punishment (cf. Figs. S2 and S4) .
Instructions of the Experiment. In the following, we provide examples of the information displayed on the subjects' laptops throughout the experiment, translated from German. Instructions in the beginning of the experiment. Page 1. Welcome to this experiment, in which you can earn money. At the beginning of this experiment, you will receive 12 Euros credited to your account. During the experiment you can win or lose money. This depends on your decisions and the decisions of the other players. Your decisions are anonymous. To ensure this, the computer assigns you a pseudonym that can be seen at the bottom left of your screen. The pseudo names are names of moons in our solar system (Ananke, Telesto, Despina, Japetus, and Kallisto). At the end of the game you will receive in cash the money in your account anonymously under your pseudo name. To render this experiment successful, it is strictly forbidden for participants to talk to each other or to communicate in any other way. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK-button.
Page 2. All players need to decide whether to play alone (loner) or in a group. If you decide to play alone, no further decisions have to be made. At the end of the round, the fixed amount of 0.40 Euro will be credited to your account. If you decide to play in the group, you have to make additional decisions. First, all group players are asked whether to pay taxes for policing. Thereafter, all group players are asked whether they want to invest into a group project. The decisions will be shown to you after all group members have made their decision. After that, the amount in the group project will be multiplied by 3.1 and paid to the group players in equal shares (credited to each individual account), irrespective whether they have invested into the group project or not. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK-button. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button.
At this point of the experiment, all players are informed whether someone paid taxes for the policing institution. The text that is displayed is either "Taxes have been paid" or "No taxes have been paid," followed by the sentence "After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button."
Page 5. Thereafter, all group players are asked: Do you want to contribute to the group project? Answer: Yes or No. (Yes pays 0.50 Euros in the group project, No pays nothing). The sum of investments into the group project will be multiplied by 3.1 and will be paid to all group players in equal shares. If there was at After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button.
Page 7. Examples: The following examples additionally show the consequences of taxes for policing.
After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button.
Page 8. The experiment starts now! You have a credit of 12 Euros on your account. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button. Instructions after the first five rounds of the experiment. Page 1. Police penalty for not paying taxes. From now on there is an additional consequence for group players when punishing: if you decide to pay taxes, such that your coplayers are punished for not investing then additionally those players will be punished who have invested but have not paid taxes for policing. The penalty is 1.00 euro in each case. The amount of the tax is now slightly higher and it still depends on the number of tax payers:
Example:
After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button. Instructions in the beginning of block II of the experiment. Page 1. Welcome to another experiment, in which you can earn money! At the beginning of this experiment you will again receive 12 Euros credited to your account. The course of the game is exactly the same as the one you have just played. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button.
Page 2. As in the first half of the game that you have just played: if you decide to pay taxes for policing, then all coplayers are punished for not investing into the group project. Players that do contribute to the group project but who don't pay taxes are not punished. Again, the amount of tax for policing depends on the number of tax payers:
After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button. Page 3. Examples (which you know from the first half of the last game): After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button.
Page 4. The experiment starts now! You have a credit of 12 Euros on your account. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button. Instructions after the first 5 rounds of block II. Page 1. Police penalty for not paying taxes. From now on there is again an additional consequence for group players when punishing: if you decide to pay taxes, such that your coplayers are punished for not investing then additionally those players will be punished who have invested but have not paid taxes for policing. The penalty is 1.00 euro in each case. The amount of the tax is now slightly higher and it still depends on the number of tax payers:
After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button. Instructions in the beginning of block III (foot-voting treatment). Page 1. Welcome to another experiment, in which you can earn money! At the beginning of this experiment you will receive 18 Euros credited to your account. The course of the game is similar to the one you have just played. However, this time you can choose before each round whether you want to play in a community in which players are punished for not investing into the group project, or whether you want to play in a community in which additionally those coplayers are punished who invest into the public pool but who do not pay taxes. You have already played both variants of the game, but sequentially after each other and without an option to choose between them. From now on you can choose before each round whether you want to play in a community where all group members play according to one variant, or whether you want to play in a community where all group members play according to the other variant. After each round, each player sees a summary of the results of both communities. You will play many rounds. Before each round you have to decide again in which community you want to play. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button.
Page 2. The experiment starts now! You have a credit of 18 Euros on your account. After having read this text completely, please confirm by pressing the green OK button. Instructions in the beginning of block III (majority-voting treatment). In the beginning of block III, one of the experimenters (M.M.) made the following announcement, Before the next experiment starts, there is an election. In this election, you can decide democratically in which mode you want to play during the next experiment. For this reason, we will give you two pieces of paper, one with the text "Fine for noncontributors," and one with the text "Fine for noncontributors and fine for tax evaders." You already know both regimes. However, this time there will be no switch between these regimes, as in the previous experiments. Instead, the majority determines the mode for all remaining rounds of the experiment.
Then subjects had to vote by putting one of the two pieces of paper into a ballot box. Thereafter, the result of the election was announced by the experimenter by either stating "Fine for noncontributors" or "Fine for noncontributors and fine for tax evaders." Then the corresponding computer program was started; the instructions during block III were then analogous to the previous instructions during block II.
Appendix: Payoffs in the Social Learning Model
Using the properties of binomial coefficients and the multinomial distribution, one can write the payoffs in Eq. S3 as follows: 
The variable B corresponds to the expected benefit that a noncontributing player derives from the common pool. F P denotes the effective marginal cost of contributing when a punishment institution has been established, whereas F N gives the marginal cost when no such institution has been established. B T is the expected benefit that a tax-payer derives from the common pool, with F T being the effective cost of contributing to the common pool when being a tax payer. Last, Γ gives the expected amount that a tax payer needs to pay to the central authority.
To calculate the expected payoffs in the case with secondorder punishment, according to Eq. S5, we note that for i ∈ f1; 2; 3; 4g . Individual-based simulations show that institutions with second-order punishment lead to more cooperation, less tax evasion, and higher payoffs. For each time step of the simulation, we recorded the fraction of tax payers (subjects applying strategy S 5 or S 6 ), the fraction of contributors (either unconditionally by playing S 4 or S 5 , or conditionally, when applying strategy S 2 or S 3 , weighted by the probability that these subjects contribute), and the resulting average payoff. Simulations are run for 10 7 time steps, with the parameters used in the experiment, population size M = 100, and mutation rate μ = 0:01. We assume that the public goods game is a social dilemma, 1 < r < n, and punishment acts as a deterrent, β > c and β > γ 0 + γ 1 =i for all i ≥ 1. Participates in the game, but does not pay taxes and does not contribute to the common pool S 2 Participates in the game, but does not pay taxes and only contributes to the common pool if someone paid taxes S 3 Participates in the game, but does not pay taxes and only contributes to the common pool if no one paid taxes S 4 Participates in the game, does not pay taxes, but always contributes to the common pool S 5 Participates in the game, pays taxes, and contributes to the common pool S 6 Participates in the game, pays taxes, but does not contribute to the common pool
